All classes:
Pencils
Pens
Colored pencils or crayons
Highlighters
Hand sharpener
Glue sticks
Scissors
Erasers

Optional:
Calculator

Social Studies
1 ½ Inch 3 Ring Binder
Filler Paper

ELA
8A, 8B, 8C - Any style notebook
Folder

Math
1 ½ Inch Binder
Dividers
Filler Paper
Graph Paper to place in binder

8C-
Any style notebook
Pencils

Science

8A Science: 100 page rigid composition notebook (any color/design) and one folder w/pockets
8B Science - 2 inch hard binder

8C Science - 2 inch hard binder and package of dividers

Reading:
2 one subject notebooks with your first and last name clearly marked across the front
Book(s) you are currently reading for pleasure

STEM:
1 folder